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I was just reading the mothership, MiddleEasy.com, and saw a photograph that I can only
describe as absolutely, 100% insane yet somehow adorable and lovable. If you've been
following MMA for a while now, you know that Fedor Emelianenko is a very earnest,
down-to-earth and likable guy. He does some really cool things and seems like the kind of guy
we could all get along with. From wearing comfy sweaters, double-fisting ice cream cones and
just being a sort of goofy dude, he has endeared us all. While he is still a chubby robot bent on
destroying your face when his thumb circuits aren't malfunctioning, he is a real guy and shows it
a lot more than he ever did in the past.

Then there is Alistair Overeem. Overeem has been making the media rounds like crazy the past
few weeks, and it is clear that Overeem is truly becoming a star in the United States. The media
have gotten over their rabid questions about PEDs and treating Overeem like they would any
other world champion. When the media treat someone like a star, fans see them as a star, and
thus, the 2-year long odyssey that is the ascent of Alistair Overeem continues, and his
management team, including Bas Boon look brilliant for the PR work they've done and the
feeding of "cans" for him to dispatch and build up a highlight reel.

The proposed bout between the two fell apart when Emelianenko was defeated by Fabricio
Werdum last year, which led us to where we are today. The fight between the two is still one
that fans would love to see and one that Overeem still wants, but he believes, correctly, that
Werdum deserves the first crack at him, hence the Strikeforce Heavyweight GP. Enter fight
week in New York this week, and we get... well, this incredible photo. [ source ]
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